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Section 6
© Lisa Michaels December 29 – On-line – 9 am – 4:30 pm Central Time

December 30 – In-Person – 9 am – 4:30 pm Central Time

https://www.kath-daugherty.com/copy-of-manifestation-on-

purpose

Introducing the Feminine Mysteries Series

Begin at whatever level you want:

Continue Sacred Rhythms, add Bootcamp or 

become a StarMaiden Priestess and get Sacred Rhythms and Bootcamp free.
https://www.kath-daugherty.com/copy-of-a-life-on-purpose-2

Connect to the 

living field of creation.

• Section 6

• Use Nature’s Rhythms to Boost Your Conscious Wealth 

Creation

• Practical “Modern Day Money Goddess” daily system for 

financial clarity and focus.

• Turn up your “Money Set Point” and start consciously 

creating wealth.

• Step-by-step how to apply the rhythms of Nature to your 

personal, professional, and business financial creation.

Use Nature’s Rhythms to 

Boost Your Conscious 

Wealth Creation 

New & Full Moon

Seasonal Cycle 

Wheel of the Year
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• 5 Minute Daily 

Tracking All Income 

and Expenses

• Planning Your Purpose 

for the Money

• BE RHYTHMIC! 

• How do I need to 

improve in this area?

Practical “Money Goddess” daily system 

for financial clarity and focus.

Turn up your 

“Money Set Point” 

and start consciously 

creating wealth.

• Make Clear Decisions. 

• Decide how much money 

you want to make and by 

when. 

• How do I need to be clearer 

about what I truly choose to 

generate, save, and invest, 

and instead of going on 

default with how much I 

“think” I can create? 

Key #1 
• Make Money a Priority 

and Focus on Income

• If you want to create 

more money you have 

to make it a priority!     

• Energy flows where 

attention goes. 

• Do I make income 

generation enough of 

a priority? 

Key #2 

“And not to worry, making money a priority 

won’t turn you into a greedy person. 

What it WILL do is support you in creating 

the spiritual and financial 

richness you’ve been longing for.”

Kendall Summerhawk

• Give Yourself Full 

Permission to be 

Financially Successful

• Have I given myself 

full permission to be 

financially successful? 

Key #3 
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• Release Perfectionism

• Imperfect action beats 

perfect inaction every 

time!

• Where have you been 

stopping yourself 

financially because 

you are not perfect?

Key #4 

• Ground each day in 

GRATITUDE!

• In what ways do I 

need to focus more 

fully in gratitude each 

day?

Key #5 

• Make Your Buying Decisions 

not from fear of spending --

make them from a clear 

place of Power of Choice

• Watch this carefully because 

fear is tricky and it can hide 

beneath the surface. 

• Also, clearly decide if you 

want something or not. If 

you do, then stop saying you 

can’t afford something and 

find a way to create it. 

INSIGHTS

Key #6 

• Consistently ask 

yourself what would a 

woman standing in her 

“Money Goddess 

Power” do?  

• What would you 

attempt to do if you 

knew you could not 

fail?

Key #7 

• Honor the Art of Practice

• Be supportive of yourself 

as you practice standing in 

your feminine financial 

power. 

• You wouldn’t try to 

become a professional   

ballet dancer with one 

lesson.

• In what ways do you need 

to practice your money 

dancing skills?

Key #8 

• Deepen the Ways You 

Honor and Value Your 

Assets, Skills, and 

Talents

• In what ways do I 

need to more fully 

honor and value my 

assets, skills, and 

talents?

Key #9
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• Anytime you want 

business or financial 

clarity, do it the Divine 

Feminine way and 

spend time in silence, 

in nature, and/or 

dancing. Rest, honor 

your body, rejuvenate, 

take good care of 

yourself. 

• Do I need more self-

care and time in 

nature?

Key #10
“Once you commit to change, everything in your life that 

does not work about money will arise. Your old patterns 

will try to make their last claim on you. Stay committed to 

your transformation, it occurs in layers. 

Changing your relationship to money is a big step. Many 

people never get conscious around money. Fear gets in 

their way and keeps them stuck. Getting conscious is 

hard work, but it is the only path to having the money life 

you really want. 

You have chosen to take a leap of faith. Faith in your 

ability to create your own future. Faith that you can look 

at what you don’t want to see and choose again. Faith 

that you know how to take care of yourself. Faith that 

you are enough. 

For money isn’t just money. It may represent how you 

keep score, how you measure your self-esteem, or how 

secure you feel. By becoming more conscious and 

choosing your future, you create a new money 

foundation”

Mackey Miriam McNeill, 

The Intersection of Joy and Money

William James

When you have to make a choice and you 

don't make it, that itself is a choice.
“Do nothing, and nothing happens. Life is about 

decisions. You either make them or they're made 

for you, but you can't avoid them.”

― Mhairi McFarlane, You Had Me At Hello 

"The goal is to take things 

away not add on. We add 

things to life to feel better 

but what you need to do is 

let go." Cheryl Richardson

Create Space Around You

• Make space and sit with 

the space

• We’ve been trained to fill 

up space

• Spend the time to 

eliminate

• Create even a little bit 

more space and do a 

little bit more self-care 

and see what shows up
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Being in the 

emptiness

• Are you willing to wait 

for the right person? 

• ...the right opportunity? 

• ...to look for the open 

door?

Once You Make A Decision, 

The Universe Conspires 

to Make It Happen.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Stay

Focused on 

Creation

• Step-by-step how to apply the rhythms of Nature to your 

personal, professional, and business financial creation. 

1) Use a creation journal.

2) Actively align and utilize the New Moon each month for the 

most powerful energetic boosts to rhythmically feed your 

creations. 

3) Re-energize every full moon and Wheel of the Year point. 
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Claim & Integrate Your 

Inner Money Goddess
Important 

Insights

YOU!

Your Feelings About Money

Your Financial Beliefs

Your Financial Tending Systems 

Your Actions With Money

PROGRAM INTEGRATION

Economics One of the Keys to 

Women’s Global Equality & Liberation

• Section 1

• Naturally Create Your Financial Flow the 

Divine Feminine Way

• Discover the essence of the “Divine 

Feminine Flow of Money” and why this is 

vitally important for you as a woman 

today.

• Uncover the critical ways you may be 

unconsciously constricting your financial 

flow and gain practical tools to open the 

energy anytime it contracts.

• Explore the 12 Modern Day Money 

Goddess expressions and find out what 

each one needs to feel and be abundant, 

including yours.
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• Section 2: Clearing

• Clear your old money relationship 

issues.

• Clear old limiting money beliefs 

and activate your “Inner Money 

Goddess Mindset”.

• Discover a Divinely inspired 

practical template for aligning the 

elements into a fertile field for 

financial creation.

• Section 3: 

Your Financial Creation Power Tools 

Found in Nature's Rich Secrets

• Deeper work with the Divinely 

inspired practical template for 

aligning the elements into a fertile 

field for financial creation.

• Develop your income stream 

strategy. 

• Stop the old losing battle of 

comparing and start creating your 

financial future with the Elemental 

Forces.

Tap into the vital union between your 

inner feminine and inner masculine and 

uncover the critical ways they need to 

create together to get your financial 

potential fully flowing.

Section 4
Section 5

• Section 6

• Use Nature’s Rhythms to Boost Your 

Conscious Wealth Creation

• Practical “Modern Day Money 

Goddess” daily system for financial 

clarity and focus.

• Turn up your “Money Set Point” and 

start consciously creating wealth.

• Step-by-step how to apply the 

rhythms of Nature to your personal, 

professional, and business financial 

creation.

Gratitude

and 

Closure


